
COMPONENTS OF 
THESIS



1.TITLE

➢ First thing which everybody reads  
➢ A good title should adequately describe the contents of the paper in 

the fewest possible words. 
➢ It should not be too long or too short generally, it should consist of 

10–12 words. 
➢ It should not include any unnecessary words, nor waste space with 

phrases such as “Observations on” or “A study of”.  
➢ It should not contain abbreviations  



2. SUMMARY OR ABSTRACT
➢  Many may read it only. (Gives a first impression) 
➢   Not more than 2 pages. (usually 150 – 200 words) 
➢   Should contain: why, what, where, and how of your work. 
➢   It must include some important findings. 
➢   Conclusion must be clear in the last line  
➢   It should be included at the beginning of the thesis. 
➢   Abstracts are generally written in the past tense. 
➢   It should not include references to literature or to figures and tables in the body of 

thesis. 
➢ It should not include information that is not in the paper. 
➢ It should not contain abbreviations unless standard or very well known.



3. ACKNOWLEDGMENT

➢ Simple sentences. 
➢ Includes supervisor, typist, and people who helped in work 
  
4. CONTENTS 
➢  .Must be clear, use separate headings for the text, figures, & tables.  

5. ABBREVIATIONS 
➢  Arranged in alphabetical order.



6. INTRODUCTION
➢  Start with scientific bases of the work. 
➢  State the major facts and means related to the subject. 
➢  To state a clear overall purpose for the study. 
➢ To define the research question(s) of the study (Aim of your work clearly). 
➢ It should not be over-referenced; it should give only strictly important 

references  
➢ To give a very brief background of relevant theory and practice for your 

topic. (include definition, bases, history, & progress). 
➢ Information on importance of topic 
➢ Identification of what is lacking in the current knowledge 
➢ Approach you used to fill the gap in knowledge



7. LITERATUREI REVIEW

➢ Usually a part of ‘Introduction’ but sometimes, a separate 
section. 

➢ To summarize what conclusions have been reached in the 
research literatures and whether different writers agree or not. 

➢ To highlight main issue and controversies around the problem. 
➢ Try to use primary sources. 
➢ Mostly use past tense.



8. MATERIAL (SUBJECT OR PATIENTS) AND METHOD
➢ The methods section should provide a detailed exposition of the research 

design.  
➢ The methods section should be organized under meaningful subheadings 

and describe techniques used in sufficient detail to allow others to 
replicate the study. 

➢ New or substantially modified methods should be clearly described, with 
reasons given for using them and with their limitations outlined. 

➢ Sample details should be explained in detail (size, gender, age, included 
and excluded criteria of sample). 

➢ Should be written in past tense, Time and place of work should be 
clearly identified, No results, no conclusions.



Methodology section includes 
➢ Ethics approval 
➢ Study design 
Design, sample size.. 
➢ Participants 
 Population sampled from??.. 
**Describe data collection instruments and procedures 
➢ Clinical assessment 
➢ Statistical analysis 
 Outline data analysis methods



9. RESULTS
➢  Results that do not relate to the research objective should not be 

mentioned. 
➢  Sufficient detail should be given to allow other scientists to assess 

the validity and accuracy of the results. 
➢ Report on data collection and recruitment (response rate) 
➢ Describe participants (demographic, clinical condition, etc.) 
➢ Use past tense.



Tables: 
➢   A table should be readily understood without reference to the text.  
➢   be numbered, and have a title which exactly describes the content of 

the table. 
➢   It should have short or abbreviated headings for columns and rows and, 

if necessary, a footnote for explanation of non-standard abbreviations 
that are used, and for identification of statistical measures of variations. 

➢  Columns should be arranged from left to right in a logical sequence.  
➢  Rows should be arranged from top to bottom in a logical order. 



Illustrations 
➢  Graphs are used to illustrate relationships. 
➢  Titles and detailed explanations belong in the legends for 

illustrations not on the illustrations themselves.  
➢  Figures should be numbered consecutively according to the order 

in which they have been first cited in the text. 
➢  When symbols, arrows, numbers, or letters are used to identify 

parts of the illustrations, each one should be explained clearly in the 
legend. 



 Common Mistakes 
➢ Illogical sequence of data presentation 
➢ Inaccurate data 
➢ Repetition of data 
➢ Misplaced information between the methods and results sections 
➢ Inappropriate presentation of data – overuse and abuse of tables and 

figures 
➢ Attempts to draw conclusions – this should be covered in the discussion 

section 
 



10. DISCUSSION

➢ Statement of principal findings, This should not normally be more than 
a few sentences. 

➢ Should answer the question(s) stated in the introduction 
➢  Strengths and weaknesses of the study (e.g. of weakness Small sample 

size, short follow-up, incomplete data, possible sources of bias). 
➢  Similarities to previous findings (your own and others’), differences 

from previous findings, Possible reasons for similarities and differences 
➢ Meaning of the study, possible mechanisms and implications for 

clinicians and practice.



 Common Mistakes 
➢ Repetition of data presented in the results section 
➢ Incorrect interpretation of the findings 
➢ Importance of results inadequately discussed 
➢ Irrelevant and faulty discussion points 
➢ Failure to identify any weakness

➢ Do the findings support theories, suggest modifications … 
➢ Unanswered questions and future research.



11. CONCLUSIONS 
➢  It should be linked with the goals of the study. 
➢  It should be limited to the boundaries of the study. 
➢ Avoid unqualified statements and conclusions not completely 

supported by the data. 
➢ Avoid Conclusions not supported by findings 

12. RECOMMENDATIONS 
➢  Suggestion for future work



13. REFERENCES
➢ The number of references should be restricted to those that have a direct 

bearing on the work described. 
➢ In the Harvard system, the order of references at the end of the paper is 

strictly alphabetical, regardless of the chronology. 
➢ In Vancouver system references should be numbered consecutively in 

the order in which they are first mentioned in the text. References in 
text, tables and legends should be identified by Arabic numerals 
(1,2,3…) in parentheses. References cited only in tables or figure 
legends should be numbered in accordance with the sequence 
established by the first identification in the text of the particular table or 
figure 



14. APPENDIX
➢ To present relevant details such as letters to participants and 

organizations. 
➢ To present details of questionnaires, surveys and other 
➢ relevant instrument that you developed for the purpose of the study. 
➢ historical documents.


